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We show that the gravitational quasinormal modes (QNMs) of a Schwarzschild black hole play the role
of a multimode squeezer that can generate particles. For a minimally coupled scalar field, the QNMs
“squeeze” the initial state of the scalar field (even for the vacuum) and produce scalar particles. The
maximal squeezing amplitude is inversely proportional to the cube of the imaginary part of the QNM
frequency, implying that the particle generation efficiency is higher for lower decaying QNMs. Our results
show that the gravitational perturbations can amplify Hawking radiation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Particle creation is a fundamental phenomenon charac-
teristic of quantum field theory in curved spacetime [1–3].
It typically occurs in highly dynamical spacetimes: in the
very early Universe, initial quantum fluctuations of curva-
ture can be amplified by the exponentially expanding
Universe to form tiny perturbations on the background
spacetime [4,5]. These play a crucial role in explaining the
anisotropies of the cosmic microwave background (CMB)
and the formation of the large scale structure of the
observed Universe. Primordial gravitational waves are also
expected to be generated in the early Universe and their
detection is one of the main targets of modern astrophysics.
In addition to dynamical spacetimes, stationary or static
spacetimes can also create quantum particles. Well-known
examples include the superradiance from a rotating black
hole [6–8], the Unruh-Davies [9,10] radiation observed by
a uniformly accelerated observer, and the Hawking radi-
ation from a Schwarzschild black hole [11]. Although
Hawking particles were observed in an analogue system
recently [12], detection of Hawking radiation from a real
black hole remains elusive because the temperature of a
solar mass black hole (10−8 °K) is much lower than the
temperature of the CMB (∼2.7 °K).
One question of particular interest is whether gravita-
tional waves (ripples of spacetime) can create quantum
particles. Although a dynamical spacetime characteristi-
cally generates particles, it has been shown that particle
creation by plane gravitational waves is forbidden [13–16].
A similar statement applies to electromagnetic waves:
electron-positron pairs cannot be produced by plane
electromagnetic waves, no matter how strong we make
the electromagnetic field [17]; otherwise momentum con-
servation would be violated. However, pair production of
electrons and positrons is possible if a nucleus is introduced
to balance the momentum [18].
In the gravitational wave case, one might expect that an
analog to the nucleus, e.g., a black hole, has to be
introduced to allow particle creation. From a theoretical
perspective, a detailed study of this issue is important and
necessary to determine whether and to what degree gravi-
tational perturbations in a black hole spacetime can create
particles. There are now three gravitational wave events that
have originated from the coalescence of two black holes
that have been directly detected by the Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) [19–21]. The
observed gravitational wave signals reveal that the space-
time changes dramatically when two black holes merge into
one, with a large amount of energy of order a few solar rest
masses carried away by the emitted gravitational waves. If
particles, e.g., photons, can be produced by gravitational
perturbations, they will travel along with the gravitational
waves and could be detected if the particle creation
efficiency is high enough. From an observational perspec-
tive, it is therefore also very important to have a thorough
study of this problem.
In this paper we address this question. Instead of
studying the whole process of the coalescence of two
black holes, a very complicated situation requiring numeri-
cal relativity [22], we study the final stage of merging: the
ring-down stage. At the ring-down stage, the quasinormal
oscillations of the black hole are dominant, which are
known as the gravitational quasinormal modes (QNMs).
We are interested in the effects of the gravitational
quasinormal modes (QNMs) of a black hole, which have
been extensively studied for decades [23–28] and to which
analytic techniques can be applied. We consider a massless
Hermitian scalar field that propagates in the Schwarzschild
background spacetime with quasinormal perturbations. The
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scalar field is assumed to be minimally coupled with the
spacetime. The coupling can be divided into two parts: with
the Schwarzschild background spacetime and with the
QNMs. Though the former is well studied, the latter is
somewhat less understood and is the main content of
this paper.
We derive the interaction Hamiltonian for the scalar
field, which implies that the QNMs play the role of a
multimode squeezer. We show that the QNMs “squeeze”
the initial state (vacuum or thermal state) of the scalar field
and produce particles. In this sense black holes themselves
can be quantum squeezers.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
review the quantization of a massless scalar field in the
Schwarzschild background spacetime. In Sec. III, we
review the gravitational QNMs for Schwarzschild black
holes and list some important results for our calculations. In
Sec. IV, we study the coupling between the scalar field and
the gravitational QNMs, and derive the interaction
Hamiltonian for the scalar field, based on which we show
that the gravitational perturbations around a Schwarzschild
black hole create particles. In Sec. V, we provide a crude
estimate of the total particle number. We summarize with
some concluding remarks in Sec. VI. Throughout this paper
we work with units ℏ ¼ G ¼ c ¼ 1.
II. SCALAR FIELD IN CURVED SPACETIME
We consider a Hermitian massless scalar field Φ that
minimally couples to the curved spacetime with metric gμν.
The Lagrangian density for the scalar field is [1]
L ¼ 1
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
−g
p
gμνð∂μΦÞð∂νΦÞ; ð1Þ
where g is the determinant of gμν. We assume that the metric
gμν can be decomposed into a background part gBμν and a
perturbation hμν, namely, gμν ¼ gBμν þ hμν. The back-
ground metric usually possesses some symmetries (time-
translation invariance, rotational invariance, etc.), and the
dynamics of the scalar field in the background spacetime is
well established. The perturbation hμν is assumed to be
small so that perturbation theory is applicable. Expanding
the Lagrangian density Eq. (1) with respect to hμν and
keeping terms to first order, we find
L ¼ L0 þ L1; ð2Þ
where the background part L0 and perturbed part L1 are
L0 ¼
1
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−gB
p
gμνB ð∂μΦÞð∂νΦÞ;
L1 ¼
1
4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−gB
p ðhααgμνB − 2hμνÞð∂μΦÞð∂νΦÞ;
with gB the determinant of the background metric and
hαα ≡ gBαβhαβ the trace of the metric perturbation. Note
that we use the convention hμν ≡ gμαB gνβB hαβ. In this
paper, we are concerned with the Schwarzschild back-
ground spacetime, for which the line element in the
Schwarzschild coordinates ðt; r; θ;ϕÞ is
ds2 ¼ −fðrÞdt2 þ 1
fðrÞ dr
2 þ r2ðdθ2 þ sin2θdϕ2Þ; ð3Þ
where fðrÞ ¼ 1–2M=r and M is the mass of the
Schwarzschild black hole.
The canonically conjugate field of Φ is also decomposed
into a background and perturbed part,
Π ¼ Π0 þ Π1; ð4Þ
where
Π0 ¼
∂L0
∂ð∂tΦÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−gB
p
gttBð∂tΦÞ;
Π1 ¼
∂L1
∂ð∂tΦÞ ¼ −
1
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−gB
p ½2htνð∂νΦÞ − hααgttBð∂tΦÞ:
The Hamiltonian density is
H ¼ H0 þH1; ð5Þ
where
H0 ¼ Π0ð∂tΦÞ − L0
¼ 1
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−gB
p ½gttBð∂tΦÞ2 − gijBð∂iΦÞð∂jΦÞ ð6Þ
is the unperturbed Hamiltonian density and
H1 ¼ Π1ð∂tΦÞ − L1
¼ − 1
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−gB
p ½httð∂tΦÞ2 − hijð∂iΦÞð∂jΦÞ þ 1
2
hααH0
ð7Þ
is the perturbed Hamiltonian density. For the
Schwarzschild background spacetime,
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi−gBp ¼ r2 sin θ,
so the perturbed Hamiltonian is
H1 ¼
Z
d3xH1
¼ 1
2
Z
∞
2M
dr
Z
4π
dΩr2

−httð∂tΦÞ2 þ hijð∂iΦÞð∂jΦÞ
þ 1
2
hαα½gttBð∂tΦÞ2 − gijBð∂iΦÞð∂jΦÞ

ð8Þ
where dΩ ¼ sin θdθdϕ.
The dynamics of the scalar field on the background
spacetime is determined by the unperturbed Lagrangian
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density L0, from which one can derive the Klein-Gordon
equation [1],
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi−gBp ∂μð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−gB
p
gμνB ∂νΦÞ ¼ 0: ð9Þ
The normal-mode solutions to Eq. (9) can be decomposed
as
ϕωlmðt; r; θ;ϕÞ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4πω
p e−iωtYlmðθ;ϕÞRωlðrÞ=r ð10Þ
where ω > 0 is the frequency of the mode and Ylmðθ;ϕÞ is
the spherical harmonic. The radial function RωlðrÞ satisfies
−
d2Rωl
dr2
þ VðsÞl ðrÞRωl ¼ ω2Rωl; ð11Þ
where VðsÞl ðrÞ is the effective potential,
VðsÞl ðrÞ ¼ fðrÞ

lðlþ 1Þ
r2
þ 2M
r3

: ð12Þ
Here r is the tortoise coordinate
dr ¼ dr=fðrÞ; r ¼ rþ 2M lnðr=2M − 1Þ: ð13Þ
Note that r → −∞ corresponds to the event horizon of the
Schwarzschild black hole. An implicit relation r ¼ rðrÞ
can be derived and substituted into the effective potential
VðsÞl , Eq. (12), so that the effective potential can be
considered as a function of r.
We only consider the field outside the event horizon,
where there exist two sets of orthonormal modes that can
completely represent the field. They are the upcoming and
ingoing modes, denoted as ϕupωlm and ϕ
in
ωlm, respectively.
The asymptotic behavior for the radial part of the upcoming
mode Rupωl is
Rupωl ∼

Bupωle
iωr ; r → þ∞;
eiωr þ Aupωle−iωr ; r → −∞;
ð14Þ
and for the radial part of the ingoing mode Rinωl is
Rinωl ∼

e−iωr þ Ainωleiωr ; r → þ∞;
Binωle
−iωr ; r → −∞:
ð15Þ
Here Aupωl (A
in
ωl) and B
up
ωl (B
in
ωl) are the reflection and
transmission amplitudes of the upcoming (ingoing) modes,
respectively. They satisfy the following Wronskian rela-
tions [29],
jAupωlj2 ¼ 1 − jBupωlj2;
jAinωlj2 ¼ 1 − jBinωlj2;
jAupωlj ¼ jAinωlj; Bupωl ¼ Binωl: ð16Þ
The upcoming modes ϕupωlm and ingoing modes ϕ
in
ωlm are
chosen to satisfy the orthonormality relations,
hϕupωlm;ϕupω0l 0m0 i ¼ δðω − ω0Þδll 0δmm0 ;
hϕupωlm;ϕupω0l 0m0 i ¼ −δðω − ω0Þδll 0δmm0 ;
hϕinωlm;ϕinω0l 0m0 i ¼ δðω − ω0Þδll 0δmm0 ;
hϕinωlm;ϕinω0l 0m0 i ¼ −δðω − ω0Þδll 0δmm0 ;
hϕupωlm;ϕinω0l 0m0 i ¼ 0;
hϕupωlm;ϕinω0l 0m0 i ¼ 0: ð17Þ
Here h; i represents the Klein-Gordon inner product [1],
which is defined on a spacelike hypersurface t ¼ const as
hφ; χi ¼ i
Z
∞
2M
dr
r2
fðrÞ
Z
4π
dΩðφ∂tχ − χ∂tφÞ ð18Þ
for any two solutions φ and χ of the Klein-Gordon
equation (9).
In the canonical quantization procedure, the scalar field
Φ is regarded as an operator, satisfying certain canonical
commutation relations, and is expanded as
Φ ¼
X∞
l¼0
Xl
m¼−l
Z
∞
0
dωðaˆωlmϕupωlm þ bˆωlmϕinωlm þ H:c:Þ;
ð19Þ
where H.c. represents the Hermitian conjugate. The oper-
ators aˆωlm and bˆωlm represent upcoming and ingoing
modes, respectively. They satisfy the boson commutation
relations
½aˆωlm; aˆ†ω0l 0m0  ¼ δðω − ω0Þδll 0δmm0 ;
½bˆωlm; bˆ†ω0l 0m0  ¼ δðω − ω0Þδll 0δmm0 ;
½aˆωlm; bˆω0l 0m0  ¼ ½aˆωlm; bˆ†ω0l 0m0  ¼ 0: ð20Þ
III. GRAVITATIONAL QUASINORMAL MODES
A Schwarzschild black hole is a static and spherically
symmetric spacetime that is described by the
Schwarzschild metric Eq. (3). Taking this metric to be
the background metric gBμν, gravitational perturbations
hμν ¼ gμν − gBμν can arise through various physical proc-
esses, such as a star falling into the black hole. The
equations governing the evolution of the perturbations
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were first derived by Regge and Wheeler [30], and Zerilli
[31], in what is known as the Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli (RWZ)
gauge. Due to the time-translation and rotational invariance
of the Schwarzschild metric, the perturbations can be
decomposed into eigenmodes with definite frequency
and angular momentum. Furthermore, they can be classi-
fied as two distinct types: odd-parity (or magnetic-parity)
and even-parity (or electric-parity) perturbations.
In the RWZ gauge, the odd-parity perturbations are
characterized by two functions ~h0ðrÞ and ~h1ðrÞ. The
nonzero components of hμν are
hðoÞtA ¼ ~h0ðrÞe−iωtXlmA ðθ;ϕÞ;
hðoÞrA ¼ ~h1ðrÞe−iωtXlmA ðθ;ϕÞ; ð21Þ
where A ¼ fθ;ϕg. Here ω is the frequency of the pertur-
bations, and XlmA is the odd-parity vector spherical har-
monic on the unit two-sphere [32],
Xlmθ ¼ − csc θYlm;ϕ; Xlmϕ ¼ sin θYlm;θ; ð22Þ
where Ylmðθ;ϕÞ is the scalar spherical harmonic. The two
functions ~h0ðrÞ and ~h1ðrÞ are not independent and can be
expressed in terms of a single scalar function QðrÞ as [30]
~h0 ¼ −
f
iω
d
dr
ðrQÞ; ~h1 ¼
rQ
f
: ð23Þ
The scalar function QðrÞ satisfies the equation
−
d2Q
dr2
þ VðoÞl Q ¼ ω2Q; ð24Þ
where
VðoÞl ðrÞ ¼ fðrÞ

lðlþ 1Þ
r2
−
6M
r3

ð25Þ
is the odd-parity effective potential.
In the RWZ gauge, the even-parity perturbations are
characterized by three functions: ~H0ðrÞ; ~H1ðrÞ, and ~KðrÞ.
The nonzero components of hμν are
hðeÞtt ¼ fðrÞ ~H0ðrÞe−iωtYlm; hðeÞrr ¼
~H0ðrÞ
fðrÞ e
−iωtYlm;
hðeÞtr ¼ ~H1ðrÞe−iωtYlm; hðeÞAB ¼ r2ΩAB ~KðrÞe−iωtYlm;
ð26Þ
where ΩAB ¼ diagf1; sin2 θg is the metric on the unit two-
sphere. ~H0ðrÞ; ~H1ðrÞ, and ~KðrÞ can be expressed in terms
of the Zerilli function ZðrÞ as [33]
~K ¼

λðλþ 1Þr2 þ 3λMrþ 6M2
r2ðλrþ 3MÞ

Z þ
ffiffiffi
f
p
Z;r;
~H1 ¼ −iω

λr2 − 3λMr − 3M2
ðr − 2MÞðλrþ 3MÞ

Z − iωrZ;r;
~H0 ¼

λrðr − 2MÞ − ω2r4 þMðr − 3MÞ
ðr − 2MÞðλrþ 3MÞ

~K
þ
ðλþ 1ÞM − ω2r3
iωrðλrþ 3MÞ

~H1; ð27Þ
where
λ ¼ 1
2
ðl − 1Þðlþ 2Þ: ð28Þ
The Zerilli function satisfies the equation
−
d2Z
dr2
þ VðeÞl Z ¼ ω2Z ð29Þ
with the even-parity effective potential
VðeÞl ðrÞ
¼ fðrÞ

2λ2ðλþ 1Þr3 þ 6λ2Mr2 þ 18λM2rþ 18M3
r3ðλrþ 3MÞ2

:
ð30Þ
The boundary conditions for the QNMs are that on the
event horizon, there is only an ingoing wave
QðZÞ ∼ e−iωr ; r → −∞ðr → 2MÞ ð31Þ
and at spatial infinity there is only an outgoing wave
QðZÞ ∼ eiωr ; r → þ∞ðr → þ∞Þ: ð32Þ
The above boundary conditions imply that the perturba-
tions are dissipative: waves can escape either to infinity or
into the black hole. The frequencies of the QNMs are
complex,
ω ¼ ωR − iωI; ð33Þ
where ωI is positive and characterizes the decay of the
QNMs. For a Schwarzschild black hole, there is a discrete
infinity of QNMs. The QNM frequencies depend on l and
an integer n called the overtone number [34,35].
Based on the Newman-Penrose (NP) null-tetrad
formalism [36], another approach has been developed to
study the gravitational perturbations in a Schwarzschild
background [23,37]. This more general method has been
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generalized to study the neutrino, electromagnetic, and
gravitational perturbations in a Kerr background spacetime
[38–41]. In this framework, gravitational perturbations are
represented by two field quantities ψ s with s ¼ 2, which
are related to the Weyl scalars [36] and satisfy the
Teukolsky master equation [38]. For the Schwarzschild
case, one can take the limit a→ 0 (a is the angular
momentum per unit mass of the Kerr black hole) in the
master equation to obtain the corresponding field equation
for ψ s. This quantity can be decomposed as
ψ s ¼ e−iωtsYlmðθ;ϕÞsRωlðrÞ; ð34Þ
where sYlm is the spin-weighted spherical harmonic [42],
and sRωlðrÞ is the radial function satisfying the equation
Δ−sr
d
dr

Δsþ1r
d
dr

sRωlðrÞ þ

r4ω2 − 2isr2ðr −MÞω
Δr
þ 4isωr − ðl − sÞðlþ sþ 1Þ

sRωlðrÞ ¼ 0; ð35Þ
where Δr ¼ rðr − 2MÞ. At a large distance from the black
hole, the asymptotic solutions of sRωl are
sRωl ∼
e−iωr
r
and sRωl ∼
eiωr
r2sþ1
; ð36Þ
whereas very close to the event horizon,
sRωl ∼ Δ−sr e−iωr and sRωl ∼ eiωr : ð37Þ
The QNM boundary conditions (only outgoing waves at
spatial infinity, only ingoing waves at the future horizon)
imply
sRωl ∼

CωlΔ−sr e−iωr ; r → −∞;
Dωleiωr=r2sþ1; r → þ∞;
ð38Þ
where Cωl and Dωl are the amplitudes of the QNM at the
event horizon and spatial infinity, respectively.
The explicit expressions for the components of the
metric perturbation hμν are very important when consider-
ing the coupling between the gravitational perturbations
and the quantum fields. Chrzanowski, Cohen, and Kegeles
(CCK) developed a procedure for reconstructing the metric
perturbation hμν in the ingoing and outgoing radiation
gauges from the field quantity ψ s [43–45]. Roughly
speaking, the CCK procedure consists of two steps: the
first step is to relate the field quantity ψ s to the so-called
Hertz potential Ψ, which also satisfies the master equation
with spin weight s ¼ −2; the second step is to find the
relation between hμν and the Hertz potential Ψ [43]. The
first explicit calculation of the relation between the Hertz
potential Ψ and ψ s for the Schwarzschild black hole was
done by Lousto and Whiting [46]. Generalization to the
Kerr black hole was performed by Ori [47], Yunes, and
Gonzalez [48].
In the ingoing and outgoing radiation gauges, the
trace of the metric perturbation hαα vanishes in the
whole spacetime [43]. The perturbation hμν is transverse
at past null infinity and at the future horizon in the
ingoing radiation gauge. Therefore it is a suitable gauge
to study the gravitational effects near the event horizon,
while in the outgoing radiation gauge, hμν is transverse
at future null infinity and at the past horizon. It is
therefore a suitable gauge for studying gravitational
effects at spatial infinity, e.g., gravitational waves
emitted by a black hole. Since it is reasonable to expect
that the interaction between the metric perturbation and
the quantum fields is strong near the event horizon, we
therefore work in the ingoing radiation gauge through-
out this paper.
Following the CCK procedure, Nichols et al. [33]
derived explicit expressions for the metric perturbation
hμν in the Schwarzschild background spacetime in the
ingoing radiation gauge. For the odd (magnetic)-parity
perturbations, the nonzero components are
hðoÞtA ¼ −fhðoÞrA ¼
ffiffiffiffi
D
p
2f
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2lðlþ 1Þp ℜ

d
dr
−2Rωl −

iωþ 2f
r

−2Rωl

ð−1YlmmA þ 1YlmmAÞe−iωt

;
hðoÞAB ¼
1
f2
ℜ

ðiωr2 −MÞ d
dr
−2Rωl −

1
2
μ2f − iωð−3rþ 7MÞ − ω2r2

−2Rωl

ð−2YlmmAmB − 2YlmmAmBÞe−iωt

;
ð39Þ
where D ¼ ðlþ 2Þ!=ðl − 2Þ!, μ2 ¼ ðl − 1Þðlþ 2Þ, ℜ represents the real part of a function, and mA ¼ 1ffiffi2p ð1; i sin θÞ is a
vector on the unit sphere with its index raised by the metric ΩAB. For the even (electric)-parity perturbations, the nonzero
components are
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hðeÞtt ¼ −fhðeÞtr ¼ f2hðeÞrr ¼ −
2
ffiffiffiffi
D
p
r2
ℜf−2RωlYlme−iωtg;
hðeÞtA ¼ −fhðeÞrA ¼
ffiffiffiffi
D
p
2f
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2lðlþ 1Þp ℜ

d
dr
−2Rωl −

iωþ 2f
r

−2Rωl

ð−1YlmmA − 1YlmmAÞe−iωt

;
hðeÞAB ¼
1
f2
ℜ

ðiωr2 −MÞ d
dr
−2Rωl −

1
2
μ2f − iωð−3rþ 7MÞ − ω2r2

−2Rωl

ð−2YlmmAmB þ 2YlmmAmBÞe−iωt

:
ð40Þ
Note that the metric perturbation in the ingoing radiation
gauge is related to that in the RWZ gauge, Eqs. (21) and
(26), by a gauge transformation.
IV. COUPLING BETWEEN QNMS
AND SCALAR FIELD
In the absence of gravitational perturbations, the scalar
field Φ evolves freely on the Schwarzschild back-
ground spacetime. Its dynamics is dominated by the
unperturbed Lagrangian density L0. If the Schwarzschild
background spacetime is perturbed, the scalar field will
couple to the gravitational perturbations. Its dynamics is
governed by the interaction Hamiltonian H1, Eq. (8). Our
particular interest is in whether or not gravitational
perturbations in a Schwarzschild background can produce
particles. We have noted earlier that plane gravitational
waves do not produce particles [13–16]; were it other-
wise, momentum conservation would be violated. As we
shall demonstrate, the situation is different for spherical
perturbations. We will show that gravitational perturba-
tions in a Schwarzschild background do generate scalar
particles and that angular momentum is conserved in
this process.
In order to know the evolution of the state of the scalar
field, one needs to find the explicit expression for the
interaction Hamiltonian H1 which contains only first-order
terms of the components of the metric perturbation hμν.
An appropriate gauge can be chosen so that the interaction
HamiltonianH1 takes a relatively simple form. Throughout
this paper we will work in the ingoing radiation gauge.
There are several advantages of choosing this gauge. First,
it is straightforward to generalize the calculations to the
Kerr background case. Second, it is expected that the
coupling between the gravitational perturbations and
the scalar field is strong around the event horizon so it
is more convenient to use the ingoing radiation gauge.
Third, the trace of the metric perturbation vanishes in this
gauge, hαα ¼ 0. Consequently, Eq. (8) is simplified:
H1 ¼
1
2
Z
∞
2M
r2dr
Z
4π
dΩ½−httð∂tΦÞ2 þ hrrð∂rΦÞ2
þ 2hrAð∂rΦÞð∂AΦÞ þ hABð∂AΦÞð∂BΦÞ: ð41Þ
In what follows wewill consider the effects of both the odd-
parity and even-parity QNMs with frequency ω0 ¼ ωR −
iωI and angular momentum l0, m0.
A. Effects of odd-parity QNMs
1. Odd-parity interaction Hamiltonian
For simplicity, we only consider the coupling between
upcoming and upcoming modes, and omit the superscript
“up” without introducing any confusion. Couplings
between upcoming and ingoing modes, and ingoing and
ingoing modes are also possible, which we leave for future
work. Since for odd-parity perturbations, hðoÞtt ¼ hðoÞrr ¼ 0,
the relevant terms in Eq. (41) are ð∂rΦÞð∂AΦÞ and
ð∂AΦÞð∂BΦÞ.
ð∂rΦÞð∂AΦÞ ¼
X∞
l¼0
X∞
l 0¼0
Xl
m¼−l
Xl 0
m0¼−l 0
Z
dω
Z
dω0
1
4π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ωω0
p

aˆωlmaˆω0l 0m0e−iðωþω
0Þt∂r

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

Ylmð∂AYl 0m0 Þ
þ aˆωlmaˆ†ω0l 0m0e−iðω−ω
0Þt∂r

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

Ylmð∂AYl 0m0 Þ þ H:c:

: ð42Þ
ð∂AΦÞð∂BΦÞ ¼
X∞
l¼0
X∞
l 0¼0
Xl
m¼−l
Xl 0
m0¼−l 0
Z
dω
Z
dω0
1
4π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ωω0
p

aˆωlmaˆω0l 0m0e−iðωþω
0Þt

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

ð∂AYlmÞð∂BYl 0m0 Þ
þ aˆωlmaˆ†ω0l 0m0e−iðω−ω
0Þt

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

ð∂AYlmÞð∂BYl 0m0 Þ þ H:c:

: ð43Þ
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From Eq. (39) we see that hðoÞrA and h
ðoÞ
AB contain terms that are proportional to e
−iω0t ¼ e−ωI te−iωRt and ðe−iω0tÞ ¼ e−ωI teiωRt.
When multiplying with ð∂rΦÞð∂AΦÞ and ð∂AΦÞð∂BΦÞ we get terms containing factors
eiðωR−ω−ω0Þt; eiðωRþωþω0Þt; eiðωRþω−ω0Þt; eiðωR−ωþω0Þt:
In the rotating-wave approximation, terms with the lowest frequency oscillations eiðωR−ω−ω0Þt dominate over more highly
oscillatory terms. This approximation ensures that the energy is approximately conserved, ωR ≈ ωþ ω0. Substituting
Eqs. (39), (42), and (43) into Eq. (41) we have in this approximation
HðoÞ1 ≈
1
16π
e−ωI t
X∞
l¼0
X∞
l 0¼0
Xl
m¼−l
Xl 0
m0¼−l 0
Z
dω
Z
dω0
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ωω0
p ½e−iðωR−ω−ω0Þtaˆ†ωlmaˆ†ω0l 0m0 ðIr1Ia1 þ I r2Ia2Þ þ H:c:; ð44Þ
where I r1 and Ir2 are the radial integrals,
I r1 ¼ −
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2l0ðl0 þ 1Þ
p Z ∞
2M
dr
1
f

d
dr
−2Rω0l0 −

iω0 þ
2f
r

−2Rω0l0

∂r

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

; ð45Þ
I r2 ¼
Z
∞
2M
dr
1
r2f2

ðiω0r2 −MÞ
d
dr
−2Rω0l0 −

1
2
μ20f − iω0ð−3rþ 7MÞ − ω20r2

−2Rω0l0

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

; ð46Þ
and Ia1 and Ia2 are the angular integrals,
Ia1ðl0; m0; l; m; l 0; m0Þ ¼
Z
4π
dΩð−1Yl0m0mA þ 1Yl0m0mAÞYlmð∂AYl 0m0 Þ; ð47Þ
Ia2ðl0; m0; l; m; l 0; m0Þ ¼
Z
4π
dΩð−2Yl0m0mAmB − 2Yl0m0mAmBÞð∂AYlmÞð∂BYl 0m0 Þ: ð48Þ
Since the Hamiltonian (44) is quadratic in creation (and
annihilation) operators, it is clear that it describes multi-
mode squeezing. The quantity I r1Ia1 þ I r2Ia2 plays the
role of a phase matching function, the nonzero value of
which would imply that gravitational perturbations gen-
erate quantum particles.
2. Radial and angular integrals
Since there are no analytic solutions for the radial
functions Rωl and −2Rω0l0 , it is therefore impossible to
find analytic results for the radial integrals Ir1 and Ir2. One
might expect the radial integrals can be calculated numeri-
cally. It turns out that the calculation of the radial integrals
is not trivial because of the peculiar property of the radial
function of the QNMs. From the boundary conditions for
the QNMs, Eq. (38), the radial function of the QNMs is
proportional to eωIr when r → þ∞, and it is proportional
to e−ωIr when r → −∞. In both limits the radial function
of the QNMs is divergent and the radial integrals are not
well defined. Leaver [49] proposed a method to overcome
this difficulty by exploiting the analyticity of the integrand
in r. A new contour (see Appendix A for details) is chosen
such that the integral along this contour is finite. Sun and
Price [50] discussed in detail how to construct Leaver’s
contour by analytic continuation and restored a factor that
is missing in [49]. Similar techniques were also used by
Yang et al. [51] to define the inner product of the radial
function of the QNMs. In this paper, we follow the method
of Leaver (taking into account the missing factor) to
regularize the radial integral to obtain a finite result.
By using Leaver’s method, the radial integral can, in
principle, be calculated numerically. In order to obtain an
approximately analytic result, we assume that the main
contribution to the integration is from the region near the
event horizon, that is, r ∼ 2M. This is because the coupling
between the QNMs and scalar field near the horizon is
expected to be stronger. This assumption can also be justified
by looking at the asymptotic behavior of the integrand along
the contour at infinity, which is exponentially suppressed
(see Appendix A for details). To further simplify the result,
we assume that the imaginary parts of the QNM frequencies
are small. This is a rather crude approximation because the
imaginary parts of the QNM frequencies of a Schwarzschild
black hole are not so small. However, this approximation is
adequate for the purpose of this paper.
Taking into account all the above approximations, we
find
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Ir1 ≈ −
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2l0ðl0 þ 1Þ
p 16πiMΩΩ0ðiΔÞ2 A

ωlA

ω0l 0Cω0l0
1 − e2πΩ0
ð49Þ
and
I r2 ≈
16πiMΩ20
ðiΔÞ2
AωlA

ω0l 0Cω0l0
1 − e2πΩ0
; ð50Þ
where Ω ¼ 2Mω, Ω0 ¼ 2Mω0, Ω0 ¼ 2Mω0, and Δ ¼
Ω0 −Ω − Ω0. Equations (49) and (50) are valid when
Δ ∼ 0.
Fortunately, the angular integrals Ia1 and Ia2 can be
calculated analytically. In Appendix B, we derive the
explicit expressions for the spin-weighted spherical har-
monics with spin weights 1 and 2 in terms of the
Legendre functions, as shown by Eqs. (B8) and (B9). In
Appendix C, we substitute Eqs. (B8) and (B9) into
Eqs. (47) and (48) to obtain the angular integrals Ia1
and Ia2.
For simplicity we consider a special case where the
angular momentum of the QNMs along the z direction is
zero, that is, m0 ¼ 0. This simplifies the calculation a lot
and is sufficient to demonstrate quantum particle gen-
eration by the QNMs. The resulting angular integrals Ia1
and Ia2 are given by Eqs. (C7) and (C8). Note that the
integration over ϕ gives rise to a δ function δm0;−m, which
implies that the produced pair of particles have opposite
angular momentum along the z direction. This is not
surprising given that m0 ¼ 0 and is an indication of
angular momentum conservation in the particle produc-
tion process.
As an example, we calculate the angular integrals Ia1
and Ia2 for a QNM with angular momentum ðl0; m0Þ ¼
ð2; 0Þ and a pair of scalar particles, the first of which has
angular momentum ðl; mÞ ¼ ð1; 1Þ and the other ðl0;−1Þ.
We find that the particle (1,1) only couples with those
particles with l0 ¼ 2; namely, the only nonzero Ia1 and
Ia2 are
Ia1ð2; 0; 1; 1; 2;−1Þ ¼ −
1
2
ffiffiffi
3
π
r
;
Ia2ð2; 0; 1; 1; 2;−1Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
3
2π
r
: ð51Þ
3. QNM as multimode squeezer
In Sec. IVA 2, we have analytically calculated the
angular integrals and derived approximately analytic
expressions for the radial integrals for odd-parity QNMs.
We thus can obtain the interaction HamiltonianHðoÞ1 , which
dominates the evolution of the scalar field. In the following
we will estimate the strength of the coupling between the
QNMs and the scalar field.
The time evolution operator is
UˆðoÞ ¼ Tˆ exp

−i
Z
∞
0
dtHðoÞ1 ðtÞ

; ð52Þ
where Tˆ is the time ordering operator. In the low squeezing
regime [52], the time ordering is not important, so we can
approximate the time evolution operator as
UˆðoÞ ≈ exp

−i
Z
∞
0
dtHðoÞ1 ðtÞ

; ð53Þ
and the integration can be directly carried out. UsingZ
∞
0
dte−ωI te−iðωR−ω−ω0Þt ¼ 1
i½ðωR − ω − ω0Þ − iωI
;
we have
UˆðoÞ ¼ ⊗
lm
⊗
l 0
UˆðoÞlml 0 ;
UˆðoÞlml 0 ≈ exp

−i
Z
dω
Z
dω0½F ðoÞlml 0 ðω;ω0Þaˆ†ωlmaˆ†ω0l 0;−m
þ F ðoÞlml 0 ðω;ω0Þaˆωlmaˆω0l 0;−m

ð54Þ
where
F ðoÞlml 0 ðω;ω0Þ ¼
4iM3AωlA

ω0l 0Cω0l0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ΩΩ0
p
ð1 − e2πΩ0Þ
1
ðiΔÞ3
×

Ω20Ia2 −
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2l0ðl0 þ 1Þ
p ΩΩ0Ia1

: ð55Þ
It is evident that Eq. (54) represents a multimode squeezing
operator and F ðoÞlml0 ðω;ω0Þ is known as the joint frequency
distribution. Equation (55) shows that the joint frequency
distribution F ðoÞlml0 ðω;ω0Þ is not zero, indicating that there
will be scalar particle creation. If the initial state of the
scalar field is a vacuum state (the Boulware vacuum), the
QNMs squeeze the vacuum and produce a squeezed
vacuum state; if the initial state is a thermal state, e.g.,
Hawking thermal radiation, it is amplified due to the QNM
squeezing. In general, the QNMs squeeze any state of the
scalar field and amplify it, producing scalar particles. The
particle production energy comes from the QNMs. This is
our main result.
In Eq. (55), Aωl is the reflection amplitude [see Eq. (14)]
of the upcoming scalar field mode determined by the
effective potential (12). For a given l, the effective potential
peaks around r ¼ 2M with its maximum depending on l
(higher for larger l).
Unfortunately, there is no analytic expression for the
reflection amplitude. However, we can infer the qualitative
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behavior of Aωl. When the frequency of the field mode is
lower than the maximum of the effective potential, most of
the field mode is reflected, whereas the field mode almost
penetrates through the potential if the frequency is higher
than the potential maximum. Figure 1 shows the numerical
results of the reflection coefficients jAωlj2.
After knowing the behavior of the reflection amplitude,
we can study the behavior of the joint frequency distribu-
tion. The factor Δ is defined as
Δ≡ Ω0 −Ω −Ω0 ¼ ðΩR −Ω −Ω0Þ − iΩI;
where ΩR ¼ 2MωR, ΩI ¼ 2MωI . Therefore, we have
1
jΔj3 ¼
1
½ðΩR −Ω −Ω0Þ2 þ Ω2I 3=2
: ð56Þ
This is a distribution with respect to Ω and Ω0 that peaks
along the line ΩþΩ0 ¼ ΩR, the maximum of which is
1=Ω3I . Here ΩR −Ω −Ω0 can be considered as the fre-
quency detuning, and ΩI can be considered as the decay
rate which also characterizes the width of the distribution
Eq. (56). If ΩI is small, the distribution Eq. (56) is nonzero
only for Ωþ Ω0 ≈ ΩR. This is an indication of energy
conservation: the sum of the frequencies of the pair of
scalar particles is equal to the real part of the QNM
frequency. Figure 2 shows an example of the absolute
value of the joint frequency distribution jF ðoÞlml0 ðω;ω0Þj. We
can see that basically jF ðoÞlml0 ðω;ω0Þj follows the energy-
conservation lineΩþ Ω0 ¼ ΩR. The high-frequency part is
suppressed by the reflection amplitude Aωl, while in the
low-frequency regime, jAωlj is almost one and the factor
1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ΩΩ0
p
dominates. The latter is annoying because that
means the joint frequency distribution is divergent at
Ω ¼ 0 or Ω0 ¼ 0. Here we assume that there exists a
low-frequency cutoff so that the joint frequency distribution
is finite.
We can compute a crude estimate of the maximum of the
joint frequency distribution. Assume that in Eq. (55),
Ω ∼Ω0 ∼ΩR=2, jAωlj ∼ jAω0l0 j ∼ 1=
ffiffiffi
2
p
, and the contribu-
tion from the angular integral part is at the order of unity;
we then find
jF ðoÞlml 0 jmax ∼ 4M3

ΩR
ΩI

1
Ω2I
 jCω0l0 j
j1 − e2πðΩR−iΩIÞj : ð57Þ
This is an approximate relation between the squeezing
amplitude (or the coupling strength) and various parameters
of the black hole and the QNM. Here ΩR is the resonance
frequency of the QNM and ΩI characterizes the decay rate.
If we make an analogy with an optical cavity [53], ΩR=ΩI
can be considered as the quality factor of the QNM. We see
that the squeezing amplitude is proportional to the cube of
the black hole mass, the amplitude of the QNM at the event
horizon, and the quality factor of the QNM, and is inversely
proportional to the square of the decay rate. This means the
coupling strength is stronger for longer-lasting QNMs,
larger-amplitude QNMs, and bigger black holes. However,
for Schwarzschild black holes the QNMs decay very fast
and the least-damped QNM is the fundamental QNM for
which the overtone number is n ¼ 0 [27]. For example, for
the fundamental QNM of ðl0; m0Þ ¼ ð2; 0Þ, ΩR ¼ 0.7474
and ΩI ¼ 0.178 [27]. Substituting these into Eq. (57), we
find
jF ðoÞlml 0 jmax ∼ 5M3jCω0l0 j: ð58Þ
B. Effects of even-parity QNMs
The procedure to evaluate the coupling between the
scalar field and the even-parity QNMs is similar. For the
even-parity perturbations, hðeÞtt ≠ 0, h
ðeÞ
rr ≠ 0, so we also
need ð∂tΦÞð∂tΦÞ and ð∂rΦÞð∂rΦÞ in Eq. (41), which are
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FIG. 2. Modulus of the joint frequency distribution. QNM:
ΩR ¼ 0.7474, ΩI ¼ 0.178, ðl0; m0Þ ¼ ð2; 0Þ. Scalar particle one:
ðl; mÞ ¼ ð1; 1Þ; scalar particle two: ðl0; m0Þ ¼ ð2;−1Þ.
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FIG. 1. Reflection coefficient for the scalar field modes.
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ð∂tΦˆÞð∂tΦˆÞ ¼
X∞
l¼0
X∞
l 0¼0
Xl
m¼−l
Xl 0
m0¼−l 0
Z
dω
Z
dω0
1
4π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ωω0
p

−ωω0aˆωlmaˆω0l 0m0e−iðωþω
0Þt

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

YlmYl 0m0
þ ωω0aˆωlmaˆ†ω0l 0m0e−iðω−ω
0Þt

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

YlmYl 0m0 þ H:c:

: ð59Þ
ð∂rΦˆÞð∂rΦˆÞ ¼
X∞
l¼0
X∞
l 0¼0
Xl
m¼−l
Xl 0
m0¼−l 0
Z
dω
Z
dω0
1
4π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ωω0
p

aˆωlmaˆω0l 0m0e−iðωþω
0Þt∂r

Rωl
r

∂r

Rω0l 0
r

YlmYl 0m0
þ aˆωlmaˆ†ω0l 0m0e−iðω−ω
0Þt∂r

Rωl
r

∂r

Rω0l 0
r

YlmYl 0m0 þ H:c:

: ð60Þ
Substituting Eqs. (40) and (19) into (41), and taking into account the rotating wave approximation, we have
HðeÞ1 ≈
1
16π
e−ωI t
X∞
l¼0
X∞
l 0¼0
Xl
m¼−l
Xl 0
m0¼−l 0
Z
dω
Z
dω0
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ωω0
p fe−iðωR−ω−ω0Þtaˆ†ωlmaˆ†ω0l 0m0 ½ðI r3 þ I r4ÞIa3 þ Ir1Ia4 þ Ir2Ia5
þ H:c:g; ð61Þ
where the radial integrals Ir1 and I r2 are defined in Sec. IVA 1, and Ir3 and I r4 are defined as
I r3 ¼ −ωω0
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
p Z ∞
2M
dr
1
f2 −2
Rω0l0

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

; ð62Þ
Ir4 ¼ −
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
p Z ∞
2M
dr−2Rω0l0∂r

Rωl
r

∂r

Rω0l 0
r

: ð63Þ
The angular integrals Ia3, Ia4, Ia5 are
Ia3ðl0; m0; l; m; l 0; m0Þ ¼
Z
4π
dΩYl0m0Y

lmY

l 0m0 ; ð64Þ
Ia4ðl0; m0; l; m; l 0; m0Þ ¼
Z
4π
dΩð−1Yl0m0mA − 1Yl0m0mAÞYlmð∂AYl 0m0 Þ; ð65Þ
Ia5ðl0; m0; l; m; l 0; m0Þ ¼
Z
4π
dΩð−2Yl0m0mAmB þ 2Yl0m0mAmBÞð∂AYlmÞð∂BYl 0m0 Þ: ð66Þ
The radial integrals I r3 and I r4 can be calculated similarly
to that for I r1; details are in Appendix A. In the limit
iΔ ∼ 0, we find
I r3 ≈ −I r4 ≈ −
8πi
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
p
MΩΩ0
ðiΔÞ2
AωlA

ω0l 0Cω0l0
1 − e2πΩ0
: ð67Þ
This implies Ir3 þ I r4 ≈ 0.
It turns out that Ia3 can be easily obtained and expressed
in terms of the 3-j symbols,
Ia3 ¼ ð−1Þm0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2l0 þ 1Þð2lþ 1Þð2l 0 þ 1Þ
4π
r 
l l 0 l0
0 0 0

×

l l 0 l0
−m −m0 m0

; ð68Þ
which are zero whenm0 ≠ mþm0. Taking into account the
properties of the 3-j symbols, we find that Ia3 vanishes
when l0 þ lþ l0 is an odd integer.
If we consider the special case where the angular
momentum of the QNMs along the z direction is zero,
that is, m0 ¼ 0, the calculation can be significantly sim-
plified. The resulting angular integrals Ia4 and Ia5 are
TABLE I. Nonzero Ia4 and Ia5 for a QNM ðl0; m0Þ ¼ ð2; 0Þ
and a pair of scalar particles: ðl; mÞ ¼ ð1; 1Þ and ðl0;−1Þ.
l0 ¼ 1 l0 ¼ 3
Ia4ð2; 0; 1; 1; l0;−1Þ 1
2
ffiffiffiffi
3
5π
q
−4
ffiffiffiffiffi
6
35π
q
Ia5ð2; 0; 1; 1; l0;−1Þ
ffiffiffiffiffi
3
10π
q
2
ffiffiffiffiffi
3
35π
q
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given by Eqs. (C9) and (C10). As an example, we calculate
the angular integrals Ia4 and Ia5 for a QNM with angular
momentum ðl0; m0Þ ¼ ð2; 0Þ and a pair of scalar particles,
the first of which has angular momentum ðl; mÞ ¼ ð1; 1Þ
and the other ðl0;−1Þ. We find that the only nonzero Ia4
and Ia5 are for l0 ¼ 1 and l0 ¼ 3, as shown in Table I.
The time evolution operator is
UˆðeÞ ¼ Tˆ exp

−i
Z
∞
0
dtHðeÞ1 ðtÞ

; ð69Þ
where Tˆ is the time ordering operator; as before, in the low
downconversion regime [52] time ordering is not important
and we find
UˆðeÞ ¼ ⊗
lm
⊗
l 0
UˆðeÞlml 0 ;
UˆðeÞlml 0 ≈ exp

−i
Z
dω
Z
dω0½F ðeÞlml 0 ðω;ω0Þaˆ†ωlmaˆ†ω0l 0;−m
þ F ðeÞlml 0 ðω;ω0Þaˆωlmaˆω0l 0;−m

; ð70Þ
where the joint frequency distribution is
F ðeÞlml 0 ðω;ω0Þ ¼
4iM3AωlA

ω0l 0Cω0l0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ΩΩ0
p
ð1− e2πΩ0Þ
1
ðiΔÞ3
×

Ω20Ia5−
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2l0ðl0 þ 1Þ
p ΩΩ0Ia4

: ð71Þ
It is evident that the joint frequency distribution
F ðeÞlml0 ðω;ω0Þ for the coupling between the scalar field
and the even-parity QNM is nonzero, showing that there
is scalar particle creation. Figure 3 shows an example of the
joint frequency distribution.
V. PARTICLE NUMBER ESTIMATION
It is interesting to know how many particles can be
produced by the gravitational perturbations around a black
hole, e.g., how many particles are produced by the
coalescence of two black holes in events of the type
observed by LIGO. In this section, we provide a crude
estimate of the total scalar particle number.
Without loss of generality, we only consider the effect of
odd-parity QNMs. Using the decomposition theorem [54],
the joint frequency distribution Eq. (55) can be decom-
posed as
F ðoÞlml0 ðω;ω0Þ ¼
X
k
rkeiφkψ1kðωÞψ2kðω0Þ; ð72Þ
where fψ1kðωÞg and fψ2kðω0Þg both form an orthonormal
set of localized wave packet mode bases. The correspond-
ing localized mode operators are
Aˆklm ¼
Z
dωψ1kðωÞaˆωlm;
Bˆkl 0;−m ¼
Z
dω0ψ2kðω0Þaˆω0l 0;−m: ð73Þ
The time evolution operator for given l; m; l0 becomes
UˆðoÞlml 0 ≈ exp
X
k
rkeiφk Aˆ
†
klmBˆ
†
kl 0;−m − H:c:

≈⨂
k
expfrkeiφk Aˆ†klmBˆ†kl 0;−m − H:c:g: ð74Þ
We can see that rk is the two-mode squeezing factor and φk
is the squeezing angle,
rkeiφk ¼
Z
dω
Z
dω0F ðoÞlml 0 ðω;ω0Þψ1kðωÞψ2kðω0Þ: ð75Þ
If the initial state of the scalar field is the Boulware vacuum,
the particle number for Aˆklm and Bˆkl0;−m modes are both
sinh2ðrkÞ. Therefore, the total particle number is
N ¼ 2
X
lml 0
X
k
sinh2ðrkÞ: ð76Þ
The maximum squeezing factor rmax can be obtained by
choosing ψ1kðωÞ and ψ2kðω0Þ such that they maximally
overlap with the joint frequency distribution F ðoÞlml0 ðω;ω0Þ.
According to the behavior of F ðoÞlml0 ðω;ω0Þ, as shown by
Fig. 2, we can choose ψ1kðωÞψ2kðω0Þ as a two-dimensional
top-hat function with width ωI and length ωR, respectively.
The maximum squeezing factor is approximately
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FIG. 3. Modulus of the joint frequency distribution for even-
parity QNMs. QNM: ΩR ¼ 0.7474, ΩI ¼ 0.178, ðl0;m0Þ¼ ð2;0Þ.
Scalar particle one: ðl; mÞ ¼ ð1; 1Þ; scalar particle two: ðl0; m0Þ ¼
ð3;−1Þ.
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rmax ∼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ωRωI
p jF ðoÞlml 0 jmax; ð77Þ
where jF ðoÞlml0 jmax is given by Eq. (57).
The amplitude of the ingoing gravitational waves on the
horizon, Cω0l0 , remains unknown. It is related to the energy
flux of the gravitational waves falling into the black hole by
dEhole
dt
¼ 32ð2MÞ
4Ω2Rð4Ω2R þ 1ÞðΩ2R þ 1Þ
36Ω2R þ l20ðl0 þ 1Þ2ðl20 þ l0 − 2Þ2
jCω0l0 j2: ð78Þ
This relation is obtained by making a→ 0 and integrating
over all angles from a similar relation [Eq. (4.44) in [41]] in
the Kerr background spacetime. We assume that during
time Δt, the amount of gravitational wave energy falling
into the black hole is ΔEhole ≡ ηM⊙ (here M⊙ is the solar
mass, which is about 1.99 × 1030 kg); then
jCω0l0 j ∼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
36Ω2R þ l20ðl0 þ 1Þ2ðl20 þ l0 − 2Þ2
32ð2MÞ4Ω2Rð4Ω2R þ 1ÞðΩ2R þ 1Þ
s ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ηM⊙
Δt
r
:
ð79Þ
As an example, we consider the fundamental QNM of a
Schwarzschild black hole, for which l0 ¼ 2;ΩR ¼
0.7474;ΩI ¼ 0.178. By using Eqs. (57), (77), and (79)
we find
rmax ∼ 0.57 ×
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ηM⊙
Δt
r
∼ 0.4
ffiffi
η
p
×

10−5s
Δt

1=2
: ð80Þ
For the first gravitational wave event, GW150914, detected
by LIGO [19], the ring-down time is about 0.01 second, so
rmax ∼
ffiffi
η
p
× 10−2: ð81Þ
We note that even if η is at the order of one (one solar mass
of gravitational wave energy falls into the black hole), the
particle number created by the ring-down is very small.
This is due to the fact that at the ring-down stage, the black
hole oscillation dies away very quickly.
One important thing to note, from Eqs. (57), (77), and
(79), is that rmax ∝ Ω
−5=2
I , where 1=ΩI characterizes the
time scale of the black hole oscillation. If this is qualita-
tively valid at the inspiral and merger stages, one might
expect that the particle generation is quite significant
because the oscillation of the black hole lasts much longer
than that of the ring-down stage. For example, if the time
scale is 30 times longer, rmax ∼ 50 and the total particle
number ∼1042. However, our calculation is only valid at the
ring-down stage, and further studies need to be done for the
inspiral and merger stages.
VI. CONCLUSION
We studied the coupling between the gravitational
QNMs of a Schwarzschild black hole and a massless scalar
field, and showed that scalar particles can be produced by
the gravitational perturbations. This is contrary to the plane
gravitational wave case where particle creation is forbidden
due to the violation of momentum conservation. In the
Schwarzschild black hole case, the total angular momen-
tum of the QNMs and the pair of particles produced is
conserved. In arriving at the above conclusions, we
explicitly derived the interaction Hamiltonian for the scalar
field which shows that the QNMs play the role as a
multimode squeezer. The QNMs squeeze the initial state
of the scalar field and produce particles. If the initial state of
the scalar field is a vacuum state (Boulware vacuum), then
the final state is a squeezed vacuum state, indicating that the
QNMs amplify the vacuum fluctuations and create par-
ticles. If initially there exists Hawking radiation (a thermal
state with its temperature proportional to the surface gravity
of the black hole), the QNMs squeeze the Hawking
radiation and amplify it. Interestingly, the presence of
gravitational perturbations results in coupling between
different Hawking particles and, therefore, may build
correlations between them, modifying the thermal charac-
teristic. Modification of the Hawking radiation and Unruh
radiation by fluctuating horizons was recently studied
[55,56]. In realistic astrophysical situations, the CMB
temperature is higher than the Hawking temperature of
astrophysical black holes, so the amplification of the CMB
around a black hole by the QNMs will be more significant
than the amplification of Hawking radiation.
How significant the amplification is depends on the
squeezing amplitude. We showed that the squeezing
amplitude (57) is proportional to the amplitude of the
QNMs, which is reasonable because larger gravitational
perturbations would create more particles. In addition, the
maximal squeezing amplitude is proportional to the cube of
the black hole mass and the real part of the QNM frequency,
and is inversely proportional to the cube of the imaginary
part of the QNM frequency. This implies that for a given
amplitude of the QNMs a larger black hole would create
more particles. Furthermore, the particle creation efficiency
is higher for lower decaying QNMs. For Schwarzschild
black holes, the damping of the QNMs is fast. The least-
damped mode has 2MωI ¼ 0.178. For extreme Kerr black
holes, there exist QNMs with very small damping rate,
called zero-damping modes [57]. We expect that our result
is qualitatively correct for the Kerr black holes, which
implies the particle creation by gravitational perturbations
around an extreme Kerr black hole is much more efficient
than that around a Schwarzschild black hole.
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APPENDIX A: RADIAL INTEGRALS
It is difficult to find exactly analytic results for the radial
integrals because we do not have analytic solutions for
−2Rω0l0 and Rωl. However, it is possible to find approx-
imately analytic results by using the asymptotic behavior of
−2Rω0l0 and Rωl. When r → þ∞ (spatial infinity), the
integrands of the radial integrals are both proportional to
eiðω0−ω−ω0Þr according to Eqs. (38) and (14); when r →
−∞ (event horizon), they are proportional to e−iðω0−ω−ω0Þr .
The QNM frequency is a complex number ω0 ¼ ωR − iωI
so the integrands are proportional to eωIr when r → þ∞,
and e−ωIr when r → −∞. Since ωI > 0, the integrands
are divergent at spatial infinity and on the event
horizon, which implies the radial integrals are not well
defined. This formal divergence can be resolved by utiliz-
ing the analyticity of the integrands [49]: they are analytic
in the complex r plane except at two points r ¼ 2M and
r ¼ ∞. A contour which encloses these two branch points
r ¼ 2M and r ¼ ∞ is chosen by Leaver [49] such that the
integral along it is well defined and finite. Sun and Price
[50] discussed in detail how to construct Leaver’s contour
by analytic continuation and restored a factor 1=ð1 − e2πΩ0Þ
that is missing in [49].
Noting that r ¼ 2M and r ¼ ∞ are two branch points,
the branch cut can be chosen as a line perpendicular to the
real r axis, starting at r ¼ 2M and ending at r ¼ ∞. The cut
lies in the upper complex r plane if ωR − ω − ω0 > 0, as
shown in Fig. 4, and in the lower complex r plane if
ωR − ω − ω0 < 0. When ωR − ω − ω0 > 0, the contour C
begins at r ¼∞, just to the right of the branch cut, moves
downward to r ¼ 2M, where it wraps and, just to the left of
the branch cut, moves upward to r ¼ ∞, as shown in Fig. 4.
We refer to the region near r ¼ 2M as the in region and the
region around r ¼ ∞ as the out region, as schematically
represented by the shaded region in Fig. 4. By analytically
extending the integrands to the complex r plane we see that
along the contour C the integrands exponentially decay in
the out region, which thus removes the formal divergence.
In addition, the exponential decay of the integrands in the
out region implies that the main contributions to the
integrals are from the in region.
We describe in detail how to find the approximately
analytic result for the radial integral I r1; the result for Ir2
and Ir3 can be obtained in a similar way. At spatial infinity
(r → ∞), by using Eqs. (38) and (14), the integrand of Ir1
can be approximated as
1
f

d
dr
− iω0 −
2f
r

−2Rω0l0

d
dr

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

≈ −BωlBω0l 0Dω0l0

iω
f
þ 1
r

eiðω0−ω−ω0Þr
≈ −
BωlB

ω0l 0Dω0l0
2M
ðiΩxiΔ þ x−1þiΔÞeiΔx; ðA1Þ
where we have defined a dimensionless radial coordinate
x ¼ r=2M. Near the event horizon (r → 2M), according to
Eqs. (38) and (14), the integrand of I r1 can be approxi-
mated as
1
f

d
dr
− iω0 −
2f
r

−2Rω0l0

d
dr

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

≈ 2AωlAω0l 0Cω0l0

x−1ð1 − iΩ0xÞðiΩx − 1Þðx − 1Þ1−iΔ
þ iΩð1 − iΩ0xÞðx − 1Þ−iΔ

e−iΔx; ðA2Þ
where we have only kept the term proportional to
e−iðω0−ω−ω0Þr owing to the rotating wave approximation.
As discussed before, the integration along the real r axis is
formally divergent. The integrands Eqs. (A1) and (A2) are
analytically extended to the whole complex r plane. Along
the contour C in the out region, eiΔx ∼ e−2MωI jxj, which
means the integrand of Ir1 exponentially decays. We
therefore expect that the integral I r1 is finite along the
contour C. Unfortunately, we cannot find an analytic
expression for the integrand on the whole contour C.
Numerical techniques need to be introduced to perform
the contour integration. However, it may be possible that an
approximate result can be obtained by using only the
asymptotic behavior of the integrand. Note that in the out
region the integrand (A1) exponentially decays and con-
tributes very little to the total integral. Introducing another
exponential decaying function in the out region will not
introduce large deviations to the integral. We therefore
FIG. 4. The contour C and branch cut when ωR − ω − ω0 > 0.
The two shaded regions are referred to as in (close to the horizon)
and out (around r ¼ ∞) regions, respectively.
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replace Eq. (A1) by Eq. (A2) with the factor e−iΔx replaced
by eiΔx. In the in region, the asymptotic expression for the
integrand is Eq. (A2) which dominates the contribution to
the integral. In the limit of iΔ ∼ 0, which is the case that we
are mostly interested in, e−iΔx ≈ eiΔx. We thus replace e−iΔx
by eiΔx in Eq. (A2) and get an approximately asymptotic
expression. In summary, we approximate the original
integrand by
1
f

d
dr
− iω0 −
2f
r

−2Rω0l0

d
dr

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

≈ 2AωlAω0l 0Cω0l0 ½x−1ð1 − iΩ0xÞðiΩx − 1Þðx − 1Þ1−iΔ
þ iΩð1 − iΩ0xÞðx − 1Þ−iΔeiΔx ðA3Þ
along the whole contour C. Obviously, this is a very crude
approximation since we have ignored the behavior of the
integrand in the intermediate region. The validity of this
approximation has to be verified by numerical calculation.
However, we expect that this approximation provides a
lower bound for the exact integral since near the horizon we
replace an exponentially growing function by an exponen-
tially decaying function. The advantage of this approxi-
mation is that we can obtain an analytic result for the radial
integral Ir1.
From Eq. (A3) we see that basically we need to calculate
I
C
dxeiΔxðx − 1Þn1−iΔxn2 ; ðA4Þ
where n1, n2 are two integers, and C is the contour we
introduced, as shown in Fig. 4. Defining a new variable
u ¼ iΔðx − 1Þ, we find [58]I
C
dxeiΔxðx − 1Þn1−iΔxn2
¼ ðiΔÞiΔ−n1−1eiΔ
I
F
dueuun1−iΔ

1þ u
iΔ

n2
¼ 2πið−1Þ
n1þ1−iΔeiΔ
Γð−n1 þ iΔÞ
× Uðn1 þ 1 − iΔ; n1 þ n2 þ 2 − iΔ;−iΔÞ; ðA5Þ
where F is the contour illustrated by Morse and Feshbach’s
Fig. 5.1.2 [58] (page 612), ΓðzÞ is the Gamma function, and
Uða; c; zÞ is the confluent hypergeometric function [59].
[Note that the function U2ða; c; zÞ defined by Morse and
Feshbach is related to Uða; c; zÞ by U2ða; c; zÞ ¼
eiπaUða; c; zÞ.] Therefore, the radial integral Ir1 can be
approximated as
Ir1 ≈ −
8πMi
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2l0ðl0 þ 1Þ
p AωlAω0l 0Cω0l0eiΔ
1 − e2πΩ0
 ð−1Þ2−iΔ
Γð−1þ iΔÞ ½ΩΩ0Uð2 − iΔ; 4 − iΔ;−iΔÞ þ iðΩþ Ω0ÞUð2 − iΔ; 3 − iΔ;−iΔÞ
−Uð2 − iΔ; 2 − iΔ;−iΔÞ

þ ð−1Þ
1−iΔ
ΓðiΔÞ ½ΩΩ0Uð1 − iΔ; 3 − iΔ;−iΔÞ þ iΩUð1 − iΔ; 2 − iΔ;−iΔÞ

≈ −
8πMi
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2l0ðl0 þ 1Þ
p AωlAω0l 0Cω0l0eiΔ
1 − e2πΩ0
 ðiΔÞiΔ−2
Γð−1þ iΔÞ

−
2ΩΩ0
iΔ
þ 2ΩΩ0 þ iðΩþ Ω0Þ

−
ð−1Þ2−iΔ
Γð−1þ iΔÞUð2 − iΔ; 2 − iΔ;−iΔÞ þ
ðiΔÞiΔ−1
ΓðiΔÞ

−
ΩΩ0
iΔ
þ 2ΩΩ0 þ iΩ

; ðA6Þ
where we have used the fact that [60]
Uða; aþ nþ 1; zÞ ¼ z
−a
ΓðaÞ
Xn
k¼0

n
k

Γðaþ kÞz−k; ðA7Þ
with n ¼ 0; 1; 2;   . In the limit of iΔ ∼ 0, from Eq. (A6), we obtain the dominant term
Ir1 ≈ −
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2l0ðl0 þ 1Þ
p 16πiMΩΩ0ðiΔÞ2 A

ωlA

ω0l 0Cω0l0
1 − e2πΩ0
: ðA8Þ
The calculation of I r2 is very similar to that of I r1. At spatial infinity (r → ∞), according to Eqs. (38) and (14), the
integrand of Ir2 can be approximated as
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1r2f2

ðiω0r2 −MÞ
d
dr
−2Rω0l0 −

1
2
μ20f − iω0ð−3rþ 7MÞ − ω20r2

−2Rω0l0

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

≈ BωlBω0l 0Dω0l0

3iω0
f

1 −
1
f

þ 6iMω0
rf2
−
μ20
2rf
−
3M
r2f

eiðω0−ω−ω0Þr
≈ −
1
4M
BωlB

ω0l 0Dω0l0 ½μ20ðx − 1Þ−1þiΔ þ 3x−1ðx − 1Þ−1þiΔeiΔx: ðA9Þ
The dominant term is eiΔx=x when x is large. Near the event horizon (r → 2M). According to Eqs. (37) and (14), the
integrand of Ir2 can be approximated as
1
r2f2

ðiω0r2 −MÞ
d
dr
−2Rω0l0 −

1
2
μ20f − iω0ð−3rþ 7MÞ − ω20r2

−2Rω0l0

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

≈ AωlAω0l 0Cω0l0

2ω20r
2 þ iω0rþ 4iMω0 −
1
2
μ20f −
4M
r
þ 4M
2
r2

e−iðω0−ω−ω0Þr
≈ AωlAω0l 0Cω0l0

ð2Ω20x2 þ iΩ0xþ 2iΩ0 − 2x−1 þ x−2Þðx − 1Þ−iΔ −
1
2
μ20x
−1ðx − 1Þ1−iΔ

e−iΔx: ðA10Þ
By analytically extending Eqs. (A9) and (A10) to the complex r plane and using the same approximation that leads to
Eq. (A3), we obtain an approximate expression for the integrand of I r2 along the whole contour C,
1
r2f2

ðiω0r2 −MÞ
d
dr
−2Rω0l0 −

1
2
μ20f − iω0ð−3rþ 7MÞ − ω20r2

−2Rω0l0

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

≈AωlAω0l 0Cω0l0

ð2Ω20x2 þ iΩ0xþ 2iΩ0 − 2x−1 þ x−2Þðx − 1Þ−iΔ −
1
2
μ20x
−1ðx − 1Þ1−iΔ

eiΔx: ðA11Þ
We can see that in the out region on the contour C, the
dominant term in Eq. (A11) is x2eiΔx which is greater than
that in Eq. (A9), eiΔx=x. However, these two terms are both
exponentially suppressed so that their contribution to the
total integration is small.
We therefore expect that this approximation only
introduces a small error. The main contribution to the
integration comes from the in region where x is not
large. In the limit of iΔ ∼ 0, which is the case that we
are mostly interested in, e−iΔx ≈ eiΔx. We therefore
expect that Eq. (A11) is a good approximation to
Eq. (A10) in the in region. Note that we replace an
exponential growing function by an exponentially
decaying function in the in region; the final result
provides a lower bound for the exact radial integral
Ir2. Using Eq. (A5) we have
Ir2 ≈ 4πMi
AωlA

ω0l 0Cω0l0e
iΔ
1− e2πΩ0
ð−1Þ1−iΔ
ΓðiΔÞ ½2Ω
2
0Uð1− iΔ;4− iΔ;−iΔÞ þ iΩ0Uð1− iΔ;3− iΔ;−iΔÞ
þ 2iΩ0Uð1− iΔ;2− iΔ;−iΔÞ− 2Uð1− iΔ;1− iΔ;−iΔÞ þUð1− iΔ;−iΔ;−iΔÞ
−
ð−1Þ2−iΔ
2Γð−1þ iΔÞμ
2
0Uð2− iΔ;2− iΔ;−iΔÞ

≈ 4πMi
AωlA

ω0l 0Cω0l0e
iΔ
1− e2πΩ0
ðiΔÞiΔ−1
ΓðiΔÞ

4Ω20
ðiΔÞ2 −
iΩ0 þ 10Ω20
iΔ
þ 8Ω20 þ 4iΩ0

−
ð−1Þ1−iΔ
ΓðiΔÞ ½2Uð1− iΔ;1− iΔ;−iΔÞ−Uð1− iΔ;−iΔ;−iΔÞ−
ð−1Þ2−iΔ
2Γð−1þ iΔÞμ
2
0Uð2− iΔ;2− iΔ;−iΔÞ

: ðA12Þ
The dominant term in the limit of iΔ ∼ 0 is
Ir2 ≈
16πiMΩ20
ðiΔÞ2
AωlA

ω0l 0Cω0l0
1 − e2πΩ0
: ðA13Þ
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At spatial infinity (r → ∞), the integrand of Ir3 can be
approximated as
1
f2 −2
Rω0l0

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

≈ 2MBωlBω0l 0Dω0l0x
3ðx − 1Þ−2þiΔeiΔx: ðA14Þ
The dominant term is xeiΔx when x is large. Near the event
horizon (r → 2M), the integrand of Ir3 can be approxi-
mated as
1
f2 −2
Rω0l0

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

≈ 4M2AωlAω0l 0Cω0l0x
2ðx − 1Þ−iΔe−iΔx: ðA15Þ
By analytically extending Eqs. (A14) and (A15) to the
complex r plane and using the same approximation as
before, we obtain an approximate expression for the
integrand of Ir3 along the whole contour C,
1
f2 −2
Rω0l0

Rωl
r

Rω0l 0
r

≈ 4M2AωlAω0l 0Cω0l0x
2ðx − 1Þ−iΔeiΔx: ðA16Þ
Using Eq. (A5) we have
Ir3 ≈ −4πi
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
p
MΩΩ0
AωlA

ω0l 0Cω0l0e
iΔ
1 − e2πΩ0
ð−1Þ1−iΔ
ΓðiΔÞ
×Uð1 − iΔ; 4 − iΔ;−iΔÞ
≈ −4πi
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
p
MΩΩ0
AωlA

ω0l 0Cω0l0e
iΔ
1 − e2πΩ0
ðiΔÞiΔ−1
ΓðiΔÞ
×

4 −
5
iΔ
þ 2ðiΔÞ2

: ðA17Þ
The dominant term in the limit of iΔ ∼ 0 is
Ir3 ≈ −
8πi
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
p
MΩΩ0
ðiΔÞ2
AωlA

ω0l 0Cω0l0
1 − e2πΩ0
: ðA18Þ
At spatial infinity (r → ∞), the integrand of Ir4 can be
approximated as
−2Rω0l0
d
dr

Rωl
r

d
dr

Rω0l 0
r

≈
1
2M
BωlB

ω0l 0Dω0l0 ½−ΩΩ0x3ðx − 1Þ−2 þ x−1
þ iðΩþΩ0Þxðx − 1Þ−1ðx − 1ÞiΔeiΔx: ðA19Þ
Near the event horizon (r → 2M), the integrand of Ir4 can
be approximated as
−2Rω0l0
d
dr

Rωl
r

d
dr

Rω0l 0
r

≈ −AωlAω0l 0Cω0l0 ½ΩΩ0x2 þ iðΩþΩ0Þðx − 1Þ
− x−2ðx − 1Þ2ðx − 1Þ−iΔe−iΔx: ðA20Þ
By analytically extending Eqs. (A19) and (A20) to the
complex r plane and using the same approximation as
before, we obtain an approximate expression for the
integrand of Ir3 along the whole contour C,
−2Rω0l0
d
dr

Rωl
r

d
dr

Rω0l 0
r

≈ −AωlAω0l 0Cω0l0 ½ΩΩ0x2 þ iðΩþΩ0Þðx − 1Þ
− x−2ðx − 1Þ2ðx − 1Þ−iΔeiΔx: ðA21Þ
Using Eq. (A5) we have
Ir4 ≈ 4πMi
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
p AωlAω0l 0Cω0l0eiΔ
1 − e2πΩ0
ð−1Þ1−iΔ
ΓðiΔÞ ΩΩ
0Uð1 − iΔ; 4 − iΔ;−iΔÞ
þ ð−1Þ
2−iΔ
Γð−1þ iΔÞ iðΩþ Ω
0ÞUð2 − iΔ; 2 − iΔ;−iΔÞ − ð−1Þ
3−iΔ
Γð−2þ iΔÞUð3 − iΔ; 2 − iΔ;−iΔÞ
≈ 4πMi
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
p AωlAω0l 0Cω0l0eiΔ
1 − e2πΩ0
ðiΔÞiΔ−1
ΓðiΔÞ ΩΩ
0

4 −
5
iΔ
þ 2ðiΔÞ2

þ ð−1Þ
2−iΔ
Γð−1þ iΔÞ iðΩþ Ω
0ÞUð2 − iΔ; 2 − iΔ;−iΔÞ − ð−1Þ
3−iΔ
Γð−2þ iΔÞUð3 − iΔ; 2 − iΔ;−iΔÞ: ðA22Þ
The dominant term in the limit of iΔ ∼ 0 is
I r4 ≈
8πi
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0
p
MΩΩ0
ðiΔÞ2
AωlA

ω0l 0Cω0l0
1 − e2πΩ0
: ðA23Þ
APPENDIX B: EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS FOR
SPIN-WEIGHTED SPHERICAL HARMONICS
In order to calculate the angular integrals, one needs
to know the explicit expressions for the spin-weighted
spherical harmonics 1Ylm and 2Ylm. The spin-weighted
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spherical harmonics sYlm for integers s, l,m is defined from
the spherical harmonics Ylm [42],
sYlm ¼
8><
>:
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðl−sÞ!
ðlþsÞ!
q
ðsYlm; 0 ≤ s ≤ l;ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðlþsÞ!
ðl−sÞ!
q
ð−1Þsð¯−sYlm; −l ≤ s ≤ 0;
ðB1Þ
where ð and ð¯ are the spin-raising and spin-lowering
operators, respectively. Assume that η is a quantity of spin
weight s; then ðη is a quantity of spin weight sþ 1,
ðη≡ −ðsin θÞs
 ∂
∂θ þ
i
sin θ
∂
∂ϕ

½ðsin θÞ−sη; ðB2Þ
and ð¯η is a quantity of spin weight s − 1,
ð¯η≡ −ðsin θÞ−s
 ∂
∂θ −
i
sin θ
∂
∂ϕ

½ðsin θÞsη: ðB3Þ
According to the definition (B1), we shall derive the
explicit expressions for 1Ylm and 2Ylm in this appendix.
If we define two differential operators Sˆ as
Sˆ ≡ −
 ∂
∂θ 
i
sin θ
∂
∂ϕ

; ðB4Þ
then the action of ð (spin-raising operator) and ð¯ (spin-
lowering operator) on η, which is a quantity of spin weight
s, can be written as
ðη ¼ Sˆþηþ s cot θη;
ð¯η ¼ Sˆþη − s cot θη: ðB5Þ
According to the definition of the spin-weighted spherical
harmonics (B1), we find for s ¼ 1
1Ylm ¼ 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðl − 1Þ!
ðlþ 1Þ!
s
SˆYlm ðB6Þ
and for s ¼ 2
2Ylm ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðl − 2Þ!
ðlþ 2Þ!
s
ðSˆ2 þ cot θSˆÞYlm
¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðl − 2Þ!
ðlþ 2Þ!
s 
∂2θ − cot θ∂θ  2isin θ ð∂θ − cot θÞ∂ϕ
−
1
sin2θ
∂2ϕ

Ylm ðB7Þ
since Ylm is of spin weight 0.
Taking into account the definition of the spherical
harmonics,
Ylmðθ;ϕÞ ¼ ð−1Þm
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2lþ 1Þ
4π
ðl −mÞ!
ðlþmÞ!
s
Pml ðcos θÞeimϕ;
and the recurrence relation for the associated Legendre
function
∂θPml ¼ 12 ½P
mþ1
l − ðlþmÞðl −mþ 1ÞPm−1l ;
we obtain the explicit expressions for the s ¼ 1;2 spin-
weighted spherical harmonics in terms of the Legendre
function,
1Ylm ¼
1
2
ð−1Þm
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2lþ 1
4π
ðl − 1Þ!
ðlþ 1Þ!
ðl −mÞ!
ðlþmÞ!
s 
∓ Pmþ1l  c2lmPm−1l þ 2msin θP
m
l

eimϕ; ðB8Þ
2Ylm ¼
1
4
ð−1Þm
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2lþ 1
4π
ðl − 2Þ!
ðlþ 2Þ!
ðl −mÞ!
ðlþmÞ!
s 
Pmþ2l þ c2lmc2l;m−1Pm−2l − 2

cot θ  2m
sin θ

Pmþ1l
þ 2

cot θ  2m
sin θ

c2lmP
m−1
l þ

−c2lm − c2l;mþ1 þ
4m2
sin2θ
 8m cot θ
sin θ

Pml

eimϕ; ðB9Þ
where clm ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðlþmÞðl −mþ 1Þp .
APPENDIX C: ANGULAR INTEGRALS
Equations (B8) and (B9) can be further transformed to
eliminate the trigonometric functions by using the recur-
rence properties of the associated Legendre functions [59].
Finally, the calculation of the angular integrals is reduced to
the evaluation of the integrals of the products of three
associated Legendre functions,
IP3ðl1; m1; l2; m2; l3; m3Þ ¼
Z
1
−1
dμPm1l1 P
m2
l2
Pm3l3 ; ðC1Þ
where μ ¼ cos θ. The integral IP3 has an analytic result and
is shown in Appendix D. Therefore, the angular integrals
can always be calculated analytically, although the calcu-
lation is tedious in the general case.
For simplicity we consider a special case where the
angular momentum of the QNMs along the z direction is
zero, that is, m0 ¼ 0. This simplifies the calculation a lot
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and is sufficient to demonstrate quantum particle generation
by the QNMs. It is easy to show that, if we let m ¼ 0 in
Eqs. (B8) and (B9),
1Yl0 ¼ ∓
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2lþ 1
4π
ðl − 1Þ!
ðlþ 1Þ!
s
P1l ;
2Yl0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2lþ 1
4π
ðl − 2Þ!
ðlþ 2Þ!
s
P2l : ðC2Þ
From the definitions of the angular integrals, we immedi-
ately find
Ia1 ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p Z
dΩ−1Yl00Y

lm

i
sin θ
∂ϕYl 0m0

; ðC3Þ
Ia2 ¼
Z
dΩ−2Yl00

ð∂θYlmÞ

i
sin θ
∂ϕYl 0m0

þ

i
sin θ
∂ϕYlm

ð∂θYl 0m0 Þ

: ðC4Þ
Ia4 ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p Z
dΩ−1Yl00Y

lmð∂θYl 0m0 Þ; ðC5Þ
Ia5 ¼
Z
dΩ−2Yl00

ð∂θYlmÞð∂θYl 0m0 Þ
þ

i
sin θ
∂ϕYlm

i
sin θ
∂ϕYl 0m0

: ðC6Þ
The integration over ϕ gives rise to a δ function δm0;−m,
which implies that the produced pair of particles have
opposite angular momentum along the z direction. This is
not surprising given that m0 ¼ 0, and is an indication of
angular momentum conservation in the particle production
process.
Using another recurrence relation
m
sin θ
Pml ¼ −
1
2
½Pmþ1l−1 þ ðlþmÞðlþm − 1ÞPm−1l−1 ;
of the associated Legendre function, these angular integrals
become
Ia1 ¼ −
ffiffiffi
2
p
πδm0;−mKlml
0m0
l01
Z
1
−1
dμP1l0P
m
l ½Pm
0þ1
l 0−1 þ ðl 0 þm0Þðl 0 þm0 − 1ÞPm
0−1
l 0−1 ; ðC7Þ
Ia2 ¼ −
π
2
δm0;−mKlml
0m0
l02
Z
1
−1
dμP2l0f½Pmþ1l − ðlþmÞðl −mþ 1ÞPm−1l ½Pm
0þ1
l 0−1 þ ðl 0 þm0Þðl 0 þm0 − 1ÞPm
0−1
l 0−1 
þ ½Pmþ1l−1 þ ðlþmÞðlþm − 1ÞPm−1l−1 ½Pm
0þ1
l 0 − ðl 0 þm0Þðl 0 −m0 þ 1ÞPm
0−1
l 0 g; ðC8Þ
Ia4 ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p
πδm0;−mKlml
0m0
l01
Z
1
−1
dμP1l0P
m
l ½Pm
0þ1
l 0 − ðl 0 þm0Þðl 0 −m0 þ 1ÞPm
0−1
l 0 ; ðC9Þ
Ia5 ¼
π
2
δm0;−mKlml
0m0
l02
Z
1
−1
dμP2l0f½Pmþ1l − ðlþmÞðl −mþ 1ÞPm−1l ½Pm
0þ1
l 0 − ðl 0 þm0Þðl 0 −m0 þ 1ÞPm
0−1
l 0 
þ ½Pmþ1l−1 þ ðlþmÞðlþm − 1ÞPm−1l−1 ½Pm
0þ1
l 0−1 þ ðl 0 þm0Þðl 0 þm0 − 1ÞPm
0−1
l 0−1 g; ðC10Þ
where the factor Klml
0m0
LM is defined as
Klml
0m0
LM ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2Lþ 1Þð2lþ 1Þð2l 0 þ 1Þ
ð4πÞ3
ðL −MÞ!
ðLþMÞ!
ðl −mÞ!
ðlþmÞ!
ðl 0 −m0Þ!
ðl 0 þm0Þ!
s
: ðC11Þ
APPENDIX D: INTEGRALS OF THE PRODUCTS
OF THREE LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS
We need the overlap integrals of three associated
Legendre functions, Eq. (C1), in order to calculate the
angular integrals. The integral IP3 was calculated by
Mavromatis and Alassar [61], albeit with a phase error
in their result. Dong and Lemus [62] restudied the
problem and found an expression for IP3 with positive
m1,m2, andm3. Here we correct the phase error in [61] and
give an expression that is valid for all values of m1, m2,
and m3.
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IP3ðl1; m1; l2; m2; l3; m3Þ ¼
ðjΔmjÞ!ð−1Þm1þm2þminfm1þm2;m3g
2jΔmjþ2ΓðjΔmjÞKl1m1Kl2m2Kl3m3
X
L
X
L0
ð2Lþ 1Þð2L0 þ 1Þ
×

l1 l2 L
0 0 0

l1 l2 L
m1 m2 −m1 −m2

L l3 L0
0 0 0

L l3 L0
−m1 −m2 m3 −Δm

×
½1þ ð−1ÞL0þjΔmjΓðL0=2ÞΓððL0 − jΔmj þ 1Þ=2Þ
KL0;jΔmjΓððL0 þ jΔmj þ 2Þ=2ÞΓððL0 þ 3Þ=2Þ
; ðD1Þ
where we have defined Δm ¼ m3 −m1 −m2, Klm ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðl −mÞ!=ðlþmÞ!p . Note that min fa; bg represents the minimal
value of a and b, jl1 − l2j ≤ L ≤ l1 þ l2 and jL − l3j ≤ L0 ≤ Lþ l3.
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